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1.

OVERVIEW OF CLINICAL EVIDENCE SUPPORTING THE OCS LIVER
SYSTEM

1.1.

Introduction

This document is intended to present to the Advisory Panel the following information:
▪

All clinical and scientific evidence supporting the approval of OCS Liver System PMA
for the proposed indications below;

▪

TransMedics’ response to FDA’s key questions highlighted in the FDA Panel
Executive Summary; and

▪

The scientific and clinical rationale behind TransMedics’ position, if different from
the FDA’s.

Section 1 of this document is designed to provide the high-level summary of all the clinical
evidence and associated conclusions in support of the approval of this PMA for the OCS Liver
System. The primary data set supporting this PMA is the PROTECT trial, a randomized,
controlled, multicenter U.S. clinical trial comparing post-transplant outcomes for recipients of
donor livers preserved and assessed on the OCS Liver System to those of recipients of donor
livers preserved on standard of care ischemic cold storage. The primary and secondary
effectiveness endpoints were met, and the OCS Liver System demonstrated superiority to the
cold storage control in the reduction of Early Allograft Dysfunction (EAD). In addition, the use
of the OCS Liver System was associated with a clinically significant reduction of ischemic biliary
complications at 6 and 12 months. The safety endpoint was also met, and there were no safety
concerns identified for the OCS Liver System.
This Overview also outlines TransMedics’ position on the key areas of concerns raised by FDA in
their panel material, which focused on:
▪

The OCS Liver System’s assessment capabilities;

▪

Perceived missing data (from recipient screen failures) and appropriateness of an ITT
analysis;

▪

Statistical issues including multiplicity adjustment;

▪

PROTECT trial randomization process and its potential impact on the trial results;

▪

The occurrence of 3 DCD liver allograft turndowns after OCS Liver assessment, and
whether they pose a potential risk to the intended recipient;

▪

The definition of EAD and the clinical value of the significant reduction of EAD in the
OCS arm that was demonstrated in the PROTECT Trial;

▪

The 3 device malfunctions that were reported and whether they pose a potential
risk to the intended recipients;

▪

Clinical outcomes of the DCD liver subgroup in the PROTECT trial;

▪

Overall clinical benefit and value of the OCS Liver System
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1.2.

Proposed Indications for Use for the OCS Liver System

In this PMA, TransMedics is seeking approval for the following indications for use for the OCS
Liver System:
The TransMedics® Organ Care System (OCS™) Liver is a portable extracorporeal liver
perfusion and monitoring system indicated for the resuscitation, preservation, and
assessment of liver allografts from donors after brain death (DBD) or liver allografts
from donors after circulatory death (DCD) ≤55 years old in a near-physiologic,
normothermic and functioning state intended for a potential transplant recipient.

1.3.

Clinical Background

Today, liver transplantation is universally accepted as the only curative treatment option for
end-stage liver disease secondary to acute fulminant hepatic failure, several forms of liver
cancers, and metabolic disorders. Today, there are several clinical challenges facing liver
transplant therapy:
▪

Shortage of donor liver allografts - The availability of donor liver allografts has not kept
pace with the demand1. The utilization of available DBD donor livers and the utilization
of DCD donor livers are severely restricted by the limitations of cold ischemic storage of
donor livers;

▪

High waiting list mortality of end-stage liver patients awaiting liver transplantation
due to the shortage of supply of suitable donor livers for transplantation. The 2019
SRTR/OPTN Annual Report shows 35% mortality of the liver transplant waiting list in the
US. (Figure 1 below).
Figure 1: Three-year outcomes on Waiting List for Liver Transplantation

Transplanted
(56%)

Died or Removed
from Waiting List
(35%)
Waiting
(9%)

SRTR/OPTN Annual Report, 2019

▪

High post-transplant complications in the form of Early Allograft Dysfunction (EAD)
and Ischemic Biliary Complications (IBC) – Both are associated with short- and longterm graft failure and increased morbidity (Olthoff, et al., 2010; Hudcova, et al., 2017);

1 This background and summary are focused on organs from deceased donors, which make up the majority of liver transplants

today, and are appropriate for use of the OCS Liver System. The number of living donor transplants is relatively small: UNOS
reported 8,415 deceased donor liver transplants for 2020, and 491 living donor liver transplants during this same year.
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▪

Lastly, the donor pool is increasingly made up of higher risk donors (older age,
complex medical history, etc.) – which impacts recipient outcomes and further
complicates the clinical acceptance of these challenging donors for transplantation
(MacConmara, et al., 2020).

The primary driver of the above clinical challenges are the significant limitations of ischemic
cold storage which has been used for 40+ years to preserve donor livers. These limitations
hamper the clinicians’ ability to maximize donor liver utilization for transplants and are
correlated with negative post-transplant clinical outcomes. These limitations include:
▪

Severe time-dependent ischemic injury to the donor liver, which correlates with the
development of post-transplant complications like early allograft dysfunction (EAD) and
ischemic biliary complications, which are associated with a significant risk of graft loss
and increased risk of morbidity and mortality. Importantly, this limits the geographical
time/distance for procuring donor livers for transplantation.

▪

No capability to optimize/resuscitate the liver allograft from the non-physiologic suboptimal environment of organ donation from brain dead donors (DBD) or donors after
circulatory death (DCD).

▪

No ability to assess liver allograft viability for transplantation after it has been removed
from the donor body.

The OCS Liver System was designed to overcome the above limitations of ischemic cold storage.
The OCS maintains the donor liver in a non-ischemic, metabolically active and functioning state
(producing bile) by perfusing the liver with a warm, oxygenated, and nutrient-enriched bloodbased perfusion solution. The OCS enables metabolic resuscitation/optimization of the donor
liver from the challenging environment of brain death and DCD donation, by maximizing
substrate delivery, replenishing key hormones and administration of vasodilators and broadspectrum antibiotics, etc. The OCS Liver System is intended to significantly reduce ischemia and
reperfusion injuries on the donor livers and enable metabolic and functional assessment of
donor livers to assess their suitability for transplantation.
There are 3 main components of the OCS Liver System are shown in Figure 2 below.
Figure 2: OCS Liver System

OCS™Liver Console
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The OCS Liver System was developed to enable the following clinical advantages to liver
transplantation:

1.4.

•

Reduction of ischemia and reperfusion injuries on the donor livers during
preservation, leading to improvement in post-transplant clinical outcomes and the
potential elimination of the significant logistical and geographical barriers to liver
transplantation that currently exist with cold storage preservation.

•

Resuscitation of donor livers ex-vivo from the challenging environment of DBD or
DCD organ donation by optimizing oxygen, substrates, hormones, and
pharmacological substances to maximize the opportunity of utilizing donor livers for
transplants.

•

Ex-vivo assessment of donor liver metabolic and functional state including standard
liver enzyme tests, bile production, lactate metabolism, as well as hemodynamics.
These assessments provide prospective objective clinical data points to enable the
transplanting surgeons to gain more confidence on the suitability of the donor liver
for transplantation. Importantly, they minimize the risk of transplanting
questionable donor livers into recipients. This assessment capability is paramount
for DCD donor livers which have been subjected to a period of warm ischemic
damage prior to procurement.

OCS Liver Assessment Capabilities

The FDA raised a concern about OCS Liver’s assessment capabilities and whether the
parameters are validated to assess donor liver function. First, TransMedics would like to clarify
that the OCS perfusion chemistry levels are the same clinically validated tests used in everyday
assessment of liver function both in the donor and in recipients post-transplant. Specifically,
OCS livers were assessed using liver enzymes (AST and ALT) and lactate levels as well as bile
production. Bile production is the hallmark of liver excretory function in humans. None of
these tests are novel, nor were they used differently than their common use in clinical practice
for several decades. Simply stated, the OCS Liver System provides the organ with a nearphysiologic ex vivo environment that enables further assessment and monitoring of the organ
by the same evaluations and assessment methods as clinicians currently use in the donor and
recipient in vivo environments.
Second, we would like to point out that TransMedics provided the FDA with extensive animal
testing results during the IDE review process that validated the relevance of these lab values,
and we correlated them with liver histology. Figure 3 below shows the lactate and AST levels
during OCS perfusion in animal experiments during 12 hours of perfusion on the OCS. The
lactate levels were very consistent with AST levels and followed the same trend. In addition,
we assessed these same parameters (AST and lactate) in simulated transplant studies in the
swine model and the same trend was seen (see Figure 4 below). Both of these studies included
extensive pathological assessment by a blinded liver transplant pathology core laboratory at
. These studies demonstrated that these biochemical markers
(b) (6)
correlated with normal well-preserved hepatocyte and biliary structure pathology compared to
elevated levels seen in the Control arm, which was associated with severe histopathological
injury to the swine livers’ hepatocytes and biliary tree. The preclinical animal studies are
summarized in Appendix 2 of this document.
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function. The measurement of these parameters was pre-specified as the first secondary
effectiveness endpoint to demonstrate the ex vivo assessment capabilities of the OCS Liver
System.

1.5.

Summary Overview & Results of OCS Liver PROTECT Trial

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial is the primary data set supporting this PMA application. It was a
prospective, multi-center, randomized trial, with patients randomized 1:1 to the OCS Liver or
Control (ischemic cold storage). The trial enrolled 300 patients at 20 U.S. liver transplant sites
between January 2016 and October 2019. The clinical objective of the trial was to compare the
safety and the effectiveness of the OCS Liver System vs. cold storage (Control) to preserve and
assess donor livers intended for transplantation that may benefit from warm oxygenated
perfusion compared to cold static storage from one or more of the following donor
characteristics:
•

Donor age ≥ 40 years old; or

•

Expected total cross clamp/cold ischemic time ≥ 6 hours; or

•

Donor after Cardiac Death (DCD donor) with age ≤ 55 years old; or

•

Steatotic liver > 0% and ≤ 40% macrosteatosis at time of retrieval (based on retrieval
biopsy readout (only if the donor liver was clinically suspected to be fatty by the
retrieval surgeon at time of liver retrieval)).

1.5.1.

Primary Effectiveness Endpoint

The Primary Effectiveness Endpoint is the incidence of Early liver Allograft Dysfunction (EAD).
The FDA-approved PROTECT protocol pre-specified the definition of EAD as the presence of one
or more of the following criteria:
•

AST level > 2000 IU/L within the first 7 postoperative days;

•

Bilirubin  10 mg/dL on postoperative day 7;

•

INR  1.6 on postoperative day 7; or

•

Primary non-functioning graft within the first 7 days (defined as irreversible graft
dysfunction requiring emergency liver re-transplantation or death, in the absence of
immunologic or surgical causes).

EAD for all patients was adjudicated by the independent Clinical Events Committee (CEC). See
Section 6.2 of this summary for details on the CEC composition.
1.5.2.

Secondary Effectiveness and OCS Donor Liver Assessment Endpoints
•

OCS donor liver assessment during perfusion

•

Patient survival at day 30 post-transplantation

•

Patient survival at initial hospital discharge post liver transplantation.

1.5.3.

Other Clinical Endpoints
•

Evidence of ischemic biliary complications diagnosed at 6 and at 12 months
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•

Extent of reperfusion syndrome as assessed based on the rate of decrease of lactate

•

Pathology sample score for liver tissue samples.

•

Length of initial post-transplant ICU stay

•

Length of initial post-transplant hospital stay

1.5.4.

Safety Endpoint

The safety endpoint is the incidence of liver graft-related serious adverse events (LGRSAEs) in
the first 30 days post liver transplantation, which are defined as:
•

Primary non-function (defined as irreversible graft dysfunction, requiring emergency
liver re-transplantation or death within the first 10 days, in the absence of
immunologic or surgical causes);

•

Ischemic biliary complications (ischemic biliary strictures, and non-anastomotic bile
duct leaks);

•

Vascular complications (liver graft-related coagulopathy, hepatic artery stenosis,
hepatic artery thrombosis, and portal vein thrombosis); or

•

Liver allograft infections (such as liver abscess, cholangitis, etc.).

Safety events for all patients were adjudicated by the CEC.
1.5.5.

Analysis Populations

Per Protocol (PP) population: This was pre-specified as the primary analysis population. It
consists of all randomized patients who were transplanted and had no major protocol
violations, and for whom the donor liver received the complete preservation procedure as per
the randomization assignment. In the PP analyses, patients were analyzed in the groups to
which they were randomized. The primary analysis of the primary and secondary effectiveness
endpoints, and of other endpoints, are based on the PP population.
The As Treated (AT) population: It consists of all treated patients, i.e., all patients who were
transplanted in the trial with a donor liver preserved with either OCS or Control. In analyses
based on this population, patients were analyzed as treated. Analyses of safety endpoints are
performed based on the AT population.
The Modified Intent-to-Treat (mITT) population: It consists of all randomized patients who
were transplanted in the trial. In the mITT Population, patients were analyzed as randomized.
The mITT analyses are the secondary analyses of effectiveness.
Given the complexities of donor organ procurement for transplantation, and different logistical
and clinical reasons that a donor organ may not be accepted for transplantation or eligibility, a
traditional intent-to-treat analysis has never been used for designing any of TransMedicsdesigned randomized controlled organ preservation studies for the reasons outlined in the box
below.
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Figure 5: Testing sequence for Non-inferiority and Superiority in PROTECT Trial

OCS vs Control for primary effectiveness
endpoint tested at 0.05 level
Y

N

stop

OCS donor liver assessment
endpoint tested at 0.05 level

Y

N

stop

OCS vs Control for first
secondary effectiveness
tested at 0.05 level
Y

OCS vs Control for second
secondary effectiveness
tested at 0.05 level

N

stop

▪

The PROTECT trial protocol never prespecified a multiplicity adjustment for the Safety
endpoint given that this endpoint is analyzed independently of the primary and
secondary effectiveness endpoints and is based on a different analysis population.

▪

Importantly, in order to demonstrate that the device is safe and effective (i.e., for the
study to be a success) in one pivotal trial, both effectiveness and safety endpoints would
be expected to have been met. Since both endpoints needed to be met, there was no
need to make an adjustment for multiplicity.

1.5.7.

PROTECT Trial Randomization Process

Given the complex, multi-step, multi-stakeholder process for donor liver assessment and
procurement for transplantation, and the significant differences that exist between cold
storage and OCS Liver perfusion preservation methods, the PROTECT protocol prespecified the
following randomization process designed to minimize any potential clinical bias of knowing the
randomization assignment when the clinical decision was made to accept or decline a potential
donor liver offer by the trial clinical team (see Figure 6 below):
•

Consented potential recipients remained on the waiting list without any
randomization until a potential donor liver was offered to these consented patients;

•

The transplant clinical team screened the donor offer prior to the randomization to
perform an initial determination on the suitability of the donor organ for the patient
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and eligibility of the donor for the trial based solely on the preliminary clinical
information provided. This screening was done without any randomization
assignment.
•

If, based on the available clinical information, the donor liver appeared to meet
clinical acceptance and also appeared to meet eligibility for the trial, the
randomization process took place to assign the liver to preservation by either OCS or
Control.

•

The procurement team traveled to the donor site with the randomized preservation
method for final physical examination of the donor liver for potential procurement.

•

After physical examination of the liver in the donor abdomen, there were 3 possible
scenarios:
− Donor liver found to be acceptable for transplant and meets trial eligibility
criteria – these donor livers were procured, preserved using the randomized
method and transplanted into a recipient in the PROTECT trial;
− Donor liver found to be acceptable for transplant, however, it did not meet the
PROTECT eligibility criteria (e.g. presence of accessory vessels, etc.) or a logistical
issue was encountered (e.g. donor family withdrew consent for research, etc.) these livers were preserved using ischemic cold storage and were transplanted
off-trial. The recipients of these donor livers were withdrawn from the PROTECT
trial.
− Donor liver found to be not acceptable for transplantation (dry run) or the donor
liver was turned down based on OCS Liver assessment parameters (turned
down). The potential recipients for these donor livers in this category were
returned back to the consented pool to be re-randomized if and when another
donor liver was offered for them. This step was pre-specified in the PROTECT
trial protocol to minimize any potential clinical bias of knowing the
randomization assignment for a potential subsequent donor offer.
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of the OCS Liver System significantly reduced the total cold ischemic time on the liver allografts
by limiting the ischemic times to 2 obligatory time periods:
•

Pre-OCS Ischemic Time: This is the time needed to surgically remove the donor liver
from the body of the donor, perform the back table surgical preparation and
instrument it on the OCS Liver System. The OCS instrumentation takes ~10-15 mins;

•

Post-OCS Ischemic Time: this is the time needed to surgically reimplant the liver
allograft into the recipient.

Otherwise, throughout the OCS perfusion, the conditions for the donor liver allograft were not
ischemic given that it was perfused on OCS with warm, oxygenated blood perfusate until it was
ready to be transplanted.
On the other hand, Control liver allografts were ischemic from the time they were procured
from the donor body until they were implanted into the recipient. Figure 9 below
demonstrates these critical time windows.
Figure 9: Overall Out of Body Times in PROTECT Trial

108 minutes
Pre-OCS Ischemic Time
(Procurement)

OCS (n=152)

67 minutes
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Ischemic Time
(Implantation)
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Total Ischemic and Cross-Clamp Time
(Procurement, Preservation and Implantation)

Control (n=146)
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Based on the above unique characteristics of the OCS, the injurious total ischemic time was
significantly reduced on the OCS Liver System compared to Control, despite the OCS having
significantly longer total cross-clamp (out of body) time (Figure 10 below).
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Figure 10: Total Ischemic and Cross-Clamp (Out of Body) Times in PROTECT Trial (mITT Population)
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Donor Liver Clinical Turndown After Assessment on OCS Liver System

Given that the OCS Liver System enabled assessment of the donor livers ex-vivo, there were 3
DCD donor livers that were preserved and assessed on the OCS Liver System and were clinically
turned down for transplantation due to rising lactate while being perfused on OCS Liver System
in 2 cases and due to pre-retrieval pathology results in the third case. These 3 cases are
described below:
•

Patient 1 (b) (6)
: was randomized to OCS. The donor liver was perfused on
the OCS for 1 hour and 42 minutes and was not accepted for transplantation due to
the clinical decision by the accepting transplant surgeon due to pre-retrieval
pathology results of widespread bridging fibrosis of the donor liver that was also
confirmed by the accepting center’s pathologist. The intended recipient remained in
the study and was later transplanted with a liver preserved on OCS and is included in
the PROTECT trial. The patient did not experience EAD and was alive at Day 366
with no graft failure.

•

Patient 2 (b) (6)
: was randomized to OCS. The donor liver was perfused on the
OCS for 2 hours and 46 minutes and was not utilized due to rising lactate levels while
on OCS despite multiple attempts to maximize OCS Liver perfusion parameters. The
starting lactate of 10.08 mmol/L and ending lactate of 10.98 mmol/L (See Figure 11
below). The core pathology lab examination revealed widespread hepatocyte
cytoaggregation combined with early hepatocyte necrosis. The intended recipient
remained in the study on the waiting list waiting for an organ match until PROTECT
enrollment completion and was not transplanted in the study.

•

Patient 3 (b) (6)
: was randomized to OCS. The donor liver was perfused on
the OCS for 2 hours and 38 minutes and was not utilized due to rising lactate levels
despite multiple attempts to maximize OCS Liver perfusion parameters. The starting
lactate of 9.19 mmol/L and ending lactate of 10.25 mmol/L (See Figure 11 below).
The core pathology lab examination revealed significant widespread hepatocyte
cytoaggregation combined with early hepatocyte necrosis. The intended recipient
remained in the study and was later re-randomized and transplanted in the
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Table 4: Comparison of OCS Liver Perfusion Parameters Between Transplanted Livers and 2 Turned
Down Livers After OCS Assessment
Transplanted Liver Allografts
(N=152)

Turned Down Liver Allografts
(N=2)

70.6 ± 16.2

82 ± 8.9

Hepatic Artery Flow (L/min) – mean ± SD

0.7 ± 0.2

0.8 ± 0.07

Portal Vein Pressure (mmHg) – mean ± SD

5.4 ± 2.3

7.8 ± 0.5

Portal Vein Flow (L/min) – mean ± SD

1.3 ± 0.1

1.38 ± 0.07

Starting Lactate (mmol/L) – mean ± SD

7.2 ± 3.2

9.64 ± 0.63

Ending Lactate (mmol/L) – mean ± SD

1.2 ± 1.0

10.62 ± 0.52

OCS PROTECT Trial
Hepatic Artery Pressure (mmHg) – mean ± SD

Finally, we analyzed the impact of the preservation modality on donor liver utilization for
transplantation from DBD and DCD donors in the PROTECT trial. Figure 12 below shows that
the use of OCS resulted in significantly higher rates of utilizing DCD donor livers for
transplantation compared to ischemic cold storage (Control). There was no difference in DBD
donor liver utilization between the OCS and Control arms.
Figure 12: DBD and DCD Donor Liver Utilization Rates in PROTECT Trial

DBD Utilization
100%
80%

60%

81%

79%

50%

51%

40%

Utilization 60%
for
Transplant 40%

30%

25%

20%

20%
0%

DCD Utilization

10%
(124/154)

(133/168)

0%

(28/55)

(13/51)

These data suggest that the OCS Liver System provided an additional opportunity for ex-vivo
clinical optimization and assessment of the DCD liver grafts, resulting in doubling the yield of
DCD livers transplanted (51% vs. 25%) compared to the Control arm. These results confirm the
potential clinical benefits of machine perfusion to provide additional clinical assessments of the
liver allografts. The ability to assess the donor livers allows transplant surgeons to gain more
clinical confidence with the liver allograft and should increase the utilization of donor livers for
transplantation and increase access for patients in need: in the U.S. DCD livers are seldom
transplanted in the U.S. today due to concerns about ischemic/reperfusion injury of the graft
and the potential for severe post-transplant ischemic biliary complications (Kwong, et al., 2020,
Mateo, et al., 2006; Mathur, et al., 2010).
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1.6.5.

Primary Effectiveness Endpoint

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial met its primary effectiveness endpoint by demonstrating statistical
non-inferiority and superiority of outcomes of the OCS arm compared to Control in both the PP
and mITT populations. Specifically, the results demonstrated that use of OCS Liver System was
associated with a significant reduction of Early Allograft Dysfunction (EAD) compared to the
Control in the primary analysis PP Population (OCS 18% vs. Control 31%, p=0.009). The same
results were experienced in the mITT population (OCS 18% vs. 32%, p=0.004). See Figure 13
below.
Figure 13: Primary Effectiveness Endpoint - Incidence of Post-Transplant EAD (PP and mITT
Populations)

Per Protocol
50%
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Superiority p = 0.009

40%
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10%

10%

0%

0%
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The same positive impact on EAD was experienced in both DBD and DCD donor cohort in the
PROTECT trial. This finding further supports the robustness of the positive clinical impact of the
OCS Liver System across both DBD and DCD donor livers.
Figure 14: Incidence of Post-Transplant EAD in DBD and DCD Donor Cohorts in PROTECT Trial (PP
Population)
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FDA has raised a concern about the definition of EAD used in the PROTECT trial, specifically,
that it did not include ALT levels. To address FDA’s issue, we collected ALT data for the
PROTECT trial patients, performed a post-hoc sensitivity analysis of EAD based on both AST and
ALT levels, and compared it to the pre-specified EAD primary effectiveness endpoint using only
AST data. Figure 15 below demonstrates that the addition of ALT levels in the assessment of
EAD did not change the overall conclusions and, in fact, resulted in an increased incidence of
EAD in the Control arm. This further validates the robustness of using only AST to assess EAD
and the robustness of the overall effectiveness endpoint of the PROTECT trial.
Figure 15: Post-hoc Sensitivity Analysis of EAD Based on AST and ALT Levels vs. the Pre-Specified EAD
Assessment with AST only in PROTECT Trial (PP Population)
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The FDA made several hypothesis-generating remarks about the validity of the different
components of the broadly accepted EAD definition by Olthoff et al. (2010). TransMedics would
like to respectfully clarify that these assertions are not relevant to the interpretation of the
PROTECT Trial results and are not consistent with the published literature based on the following
facts:
▪
The Olthoff et al. (2010) EAD definition is broadly accepted in clinical practice in liver
transplantation in the U.S. It does not differentiate the contribution of the different
components of the EAD definition;
▪
The EAD definition in PROTECT was pre-specified in the trial protocol and was approved by
FDA without any issues or concerns raised by FDA throughout the trial enrollment;
▪
Elevated AST levels were the primary driver for EAD diagnosis in both OCS and Control trial
arms, and elevated AST/ALT was shown by Olthoff to be associated with higher mortality and
graft failure than other components:
▪
The same clinical picture was reported by another warm machine perfusion randomized trial
in the UK (Nasralla et al., 2018)
Based on the above points, TransMedics asserts that the EAD results achieved in the EXPAND trial
are clinically and scientifically valid.
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1.6.8.2.

Recipient Survival at Day 30 and at Initial Hospital Discharge

The OCS arm 30-day recipient survival and recipient survival to initial hospital discharge was
high and statistically non-inferior to the Control arm in both the PP and mITT analysis. In the PP
population, the 30-day survival for both the OCS and Control was 99% and the initial hospital
discharge survival was 99% for both OCS and Control (see Figure 23).
Figure 23: Secondary Effectiveness Endpoint - Recipients’ Survival at Day 30 and at Initial Hospital
Discharge (PP Population)
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1.6.9.

Other Clinical Endpoints

1.6.9.1.

Incidence of Ischemic Biliary Complications at 6 and 12 Months

Ischemic biliary complications are one of the most serious complications that negatively impact
long-term viability of the liver allograft and the patient. The OCS arm demonstrated a
substantially lower incidence of ischemic biliary complications compared to the Control arm at
6 and 12 months follow-up in both the PP population (see Figure 24 below).
Figure 24: Incidence of Ischemic Biliary Complications Through 6 and 12 Months Post-Liver Transplant
(PP Population)
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Figure 25: Safety Endpoint – Average number of LGRSAEs Per Transplanted Patient within the First 30
Days Post-Transplant (AT Population)
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When analyzing the specific LGRSAEs as shown in Table 7 below, it is important to note that the
OCS arm did not experience any ischemic biliary complications in the first 30 days posttransplant and was associated with a lower incidence of vascular complications compared to
Control arm.
Table 7: LGRSAEs within 30 Days (AT Population)

LGRSAE within 30 Days
Post Transplant

Control
(N=146)

Patients

Events

Patients

Events

7 (5%)

8

11 (8%)

13

Non-functioning graft

0

0

0

0

Ischemic biliary complication

0

0

2 (1%)

2

Vascular complication

7 (5%)

8

9 (6%)

11

Liver allograft infection

0

0

0

0

Any LGRSAE

1.6.11.

OCS
(N=153)

Overall Patient Survival

Overall patient survival was high and comparable between the OCS and Control arms. The 30day patient survival for both arms is 99.3%. The patient survival is 97.4% and 96.5% at 6
months and 94.0% and 93.7% at 12 months for OCS and Control, respectively. See Figure 26
below.
All of the causes of death and liver graft relatedness have been CEC-reviewed and -adjudicated.
The patient deaths are summarized in Appendix 3 of this document.
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Figure 26: Kaplan-Meier Overall Patient Survival at Day 30 and through 6 and 12-Month Follow-up
Visit (PP Population)
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1.7.

Reported Device Malfunctions in PROTECT Trial

In the OCS Liver PROTECT trial, there were 3 device malfunctions reported by trial centers
(3/155 (1.9%)). Two of 3 malfunctions were of small plastic parts that are not a critical part of
the perfusion of the donor liver, or the overall function of the OCS Liver System as further
described below.
•

One malfunction was reported in which a mounting tab for an IV infusion line plastic
housing was broken, making it difficult to connect the Solution Delivery System (SDS)
infusion cassette to the SDS driver at priming. This occurred prior to the donor liver
instrumentation on the OCS Liver System (see Figure 27 below). In this case the user
obtained a spare cassette and the preservation proceeded without any issues.

•

One malfunction was reported for a portal vein (PV) flush port valve at the end of
OCS perfusion and in preparation for cold flushing the donor liver in the recipient OR
(see Figure 27 below). In this case, the user flushed the portal vein directly through
the PV cannula and bypassed the defective valve.

•

The 3rd malfunction occurred during pre-retrieval OCS preparation, when the OCS
liver perfusion module electrical connection could not be recognized by the OCS
Liver Console. This occurred well before the liver was even surgically retrieved.
Thus, the retrieval and preservation proceeded using cold static storage without any
issues.
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•

Patient 3 (b) (6) ): 73 y.o. recipient with MELD score of 28. Patient expired on day
59 due to sepsis of respiratory origin.

•

Patient 4 (b) (6)
: 57 y.o. recipient with MELD score of 15. Patient expired on day
75 due to respiratory failure secondary to pre-existing hepatopulmonary syndrome.

•

Patient 5(b) (6)
): 61 y.o. recipient with MELD score of 32. Patient expired on day
108 from respiratory sepsis secondary to mycobacterium lung abscess.

All of the causes of death and liver graft relatedness have been CEC-reviewed and -adjudicated.
A summary of the deaths is provided in Appendix 4 of this document.
1.9.5.

Summary of PROTECT CAP Results

A total of 74 subjects transplanted in the OCS Liver PROTECT CAP. The results for the OCS Liver
PROTECT CAP to date are similar to those observed in the OCS arm of the OCS Liver PROTECT
trial. Long-term follow-up is ongoing on all CAP patients.

1.10.

Summary of Clinical Evidence Supporting the Approval of the OCS Liver
System

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial is a large, multi-center, randomized, controlled trial in the U.S. that
was conducted to evaluate the clinical impact of OCS Liver perfusion and assessment on posttransplant clinical outcomes in liver transplantation from DBD and DCD donors. The PROTECT
trial results are the primary data set supporting this PMA for the proposed clinical indication.
The results of the OCS Liver PROTECT trial provide ample evidence of effectiveness, safety, and
favorable benefit/risk profile to support the OCS Liver System approval for the proposed clinical
indication:
OCS Liver System Demonstrated Effectiveness:
▪

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial met the primary endpoint and demonstrated statistical
superiority in reduction of EAD in both PP and mITT populations compared to the Control
arm. EAD is the most common severe complication after liver transplantation. EAD is
associated with significant risk of graft failure, requiring re-transplantation and prolonged
ICU and hospital stay, which negatively impact patients’ clinical quality of life and healthcare
resource utilization post-transplant.

▪

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial met all secondary effectiveness endpoints demonstrating that
liver grafts can be assessed and monitored extracorporeally using the OCS Liver System.

▪

The use of the OCS Liver System demonstrated a clinically significant reduction of the most
serious long-term post-transplant complication of ischemic biliary complications compared
to Control at the 6 and 12-month follow-up timepoints in both the PP and mITT populations.
Ischemic biliary complications negatively impact long-term viability of the liver allograft and
patient survival.

▪

The use of the OCS Liver System resulted in significant reduction of ischemic time on the
donor liver which resulted in less ischemia/reperfusion (IR) injury in the OCS arm compared
to Control based on blinded pathological assessment.
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▪

The OCS livers were associated with high and comparable patient survival at 30 days, at
initial hospital discharge, and at 6 and 12 months compared to the Control arm.

▪

The results of the OCS Liver PROTECT CAP provide additional supporting evidence of the
effectiveness of the OCS Liver System to preserve livers (including DCD livers) with a lower
rate of EAD compared to Control arm of PROTECT.

OCS Liver System Demonstrated Safety:
▪

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial met its safety endpoint by demonstrating that the average rate
of LGRSAEs in the OCS arm was statistically non-inferior to the Control arm.

▪

When analyzing the specific LGRSAEs, the OCS arm did not experience any ischemic biliary
complications in the first 30 days post-transplant and was associated with lower incidence
of vascular complications compared to Control arm.

▪

Rate of reported device malfunctions was low. Importantly, all 3 donor livers in these
reported cases of device malfunction were transplanted and analyzed successfully in the
results of the OCS Liver PROTECT trial. There was no increased risks or additional risks
observed to donor organs or recipients as a result of these reported incidents.

▪

There were no safety signals seen in patient mortality, graft survival, or LGRSAEs. Serious
Adverse Events (SAEs) were those typically experienced post-liver transplant and were
similar for the OCS and Control groups.

The OCS Liver System Demonstrated Favorable Public Health Benefit/Risk Profile by:
▪

Positively impacting DBD and DCD donor liver utilization for transplantation

▪

Significantly improving post-transplant clinical outcomes

Clinical benefits associated with OCS Liver positive impact on DBD and DCD donor organ
utilization for transplantation:
▪

The OCS Liver System significantly reduced ischemic injury/time on donor livers despite
long out of body time. This capability may potentially enable safe distant liver
procurement to maximize utilization of the donor liver allografts from both DBD and DCD
donors;

▪

OCS Liver System’s assessment capabilities resulted in two distinct potential clinical
benefits in liver transplantation:
–

Substantial increase in DCD donor liver utilization for transplantation (i.e., OCS 28/55
(51%) vs. Control 13/51 (26%)); and

–

It enabled more clinical datapoints to be evaluated ex-vivo that may have assisted in
the identification of hidden pathologically damaged DCD liver allografts, protecting
the intended recipients from potentially poor outcomes.

Broader utilization of DBD and DCD livers for transplantation in the U.S. would be a substantial
clinical public health benefit to meet the growing demand for liver transplant therapy, and
could potentially reduce the waiting list mortality for patient waiting for a liver transplantation.
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Clinical benefits associated with OCS Liver improved post-transplant clinical outcomes:
▪

The use of the OCS Liver System was associated with a significant reduction in incidence of
EAD post-liver transplantation. The data in the PROTECT trial as well as studies in the
literature demonstrate that the reduction of EAD is associated with:
–

Significant reduction in risks for post-transplant graft failure;

–

Significant reduction of post-transplant ICU and hospital length of stay of transplant
recipients;

–

Significant reduction of liver allograft ischemia/reperfusion injury based on
histological assessment; and

–

Significant reduction in post-transplant reperfusion syndrome for transplant
recipients as assessed by recipients’ lactate levels post-transplantation.

▪

The use of the OCS Liver System was also associated with a clinically significant reduction of
ischemic biliary complications at 6 and 12 months post-transplant.

▪

There were no safety signals with a low number of LGRSAEs.

Improved clinical outcomes after liver transplantation would be a significant public health
benefit as it would make liver transplant outcomes more successful while potentially reducing
post-transplant healthcare resource utilization.
In conclusion, the OCS Liver PROTECT trial was the first-of-its-kind trial to target a specific group
of DBD and DCD liver donors that may be challenging to utilize with cold storage. Achieving the
above superior clinical effectiveness and safety outcomes should enable expansion of donor
liver utilization from DBD liver allografts and expansion of the donor pool by using DCD liver
allografts to help end-stage liver failure patients access this curative transplant therapy.

2.

BACKGROUND – CLINICAL NEED FOR OCS TECHNOLOGY

Today, liver transplantation is universally accepted as the only curative treatment option for
end-stage liver disease secondary to acute fulminant hepatic failure, several forms of liver
cancers, and metabolic disorders. Today, there are several clinical challenges facing liver
transplant therapy:
▪

Shortage of donor liver allografts - The availability of donor liver allografts has not kept
pace with the demand2. The utilization of available DBD donor livers and the utilization
of DCD donor livers are severely restricted by the limitations of cold ischemic storage of
donor livers.

▪

High waiting list mortality of end-stage liver patients awaiting liver transplantation
due to the shortage of supply of suitable donor livers for transplantation. The 2019
SRTR/OPTN Annual Report shows 35% mortality of the liver transplant waiting list in the
US.

2 This background and summary are focused on organs from deceased donors, which make up the majority of liver transplants

today, and are appropriate for use of the OCS Liver System. The number of living donor transplants is relatively small: UNOS
reported 8,415 deceased donor liver transplants for 2020, and 491 living donor liver transplants during this same year.
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▪

High post-transplant complications in the form of Early Allograft Dysfunction (EAD)
and Ischemic Biliary Complications (IBC) – Both are associated with short- and longterm graft failure and increased morbidity (Olthoff, et al., 2010; Hudcova, et al., 2017).

▪

Lastly, the donor pool is increasingly made up of higher risk donors (older age,
complex medical history, etc.) – which impacts recipient outcomes and further
complicates the clinical acceptance of these challenging donors for transplantation
(MacConmara, et al., 2020).

The primary driver of the above clinical challenges are the significant limitations of ischemic
cold storage which has been used for 40+ years to preserve donor livers. These limitations
hamper the clinicians’ ability to maximize donor liver utilization for transplants and are
correlated with negative post-transplant clinical outcomes. These limitations include:
•

Severe time-dependent ischemic injury to the donor liver, which correlates with the
development of post-transplant complications like early allograft dysfunction (EAD)
and ischemic biliary complications, which are associated with a significant risk of
graft loss and increased risk of morbidity and mortality. Importantly, this limits the
geographical time/distance for procuring donor livers for transplantation.

•

No capability to optimize/resuscitate the liver allograft from the non-physiologic
sub-optimal environment of organ donation from brain dead donors (DBD) or
donors after circulatory death (DCD).

•

No ability to assess liver allograft viability for transplantation after it has been
removed from the donor body.

The OCS Liver System was designed to overcome the above limitations of ischemic cold storage.
The OCS maintains the donor liver in a non-ischemic, metabolically active and functioning state
(producing bile) by perfusing the liver with a warm, oxygenated, and nutrient-enriched bloodbased perfusion solution. The OCS enables metabolic recovery and optimization of the donor
liver from the challenging environment of brain death and DCD donation, by maximizing
substrate delivery, replenishing key hormones and administration of vasodilators and broadspectrum antibiotics, etc. The OCS Liver System is intended to reduce ischemia and reperfusion
injuries on the donor livers and enable metabolic and functional assessment of donor livers to
assess their suitability for transplantation.

3.

COMPANY AND DEVICE BACKGROUND

TransMedics, Inc. (hereafter, “TransMedics”) has designed, developed, tested, and marketed a
platform for the ex-vivo perfusion of solid organs for transplantation. The platform can address
the needs of different solid organs by incorporating a disposable perfusion module designed
specifically for each organ. TransMedics has a comprehensive device development program
(Figure 30) for use of the device platform in standard and extended criteria hearts, lungs, and
livers, including DCD organs, which includes:
•

OCS Lung System, which has secured FDA PMA approval for both standard criteria
donor lungs, as well as extended DBD and DCD donor lungs that initially were
deemed unacceptable for transplantation based on the limitations of cold storage.
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The current version of the OCS Liver System consists of Liver Console 1.0, Software 3.2.5-C, and
LvPS 1.0.

4.1.

Liver Console

The Liver Console is the reusable, non-sterile portable base unit for the
OCS Liver System that includes the Wireless Monitor, fluid pumping
subsystems (SDS and Circulatory (Pulsatile) Pump), probes, gas cylinder,
power subsystem (including batteries), SD Data Card, Mobile Base, and
electronics and software. The Wireless Monitor displays perfusion
parameters and system status and allows the user to adjust specific
system settings during transport of the donor liver. The Liver Console
provides a rigid compartment to house and protect the Liver Perfusion
Module (LvPM) during transport.

4.2.

Liver Perfusion Set (LvPS)

The LvPS consists of the Liver Perfusion Module (LvPM) and the
disposable LvPS Accessories.
The LvPM is a sterile, single-use device that holds, protects, maintains,
and supports the liver during preservation and transport. The LvPM
encompasses the perfusate and organ-contacting components and
interfaces with the Liver Console. The LvPM contains the organ
chamber and the perfusion circuit, provides a physical conduit to
circulate and oxygenate perfusate, incorporates various sensors, warms
and pumps the perfusate, and provides mechanical and electrical
interconnects with the Liver Console. The Wireless Monitor allows the
user to observe measurements made within the LvPM.
The LvPS also includes the sterile, disposable accessories necessary to
instrument the liver and manage the addition and removal of perfusate.
The LvPS Accessories are as follows:
•

OCS Liver Perfusion Initiation Set

•

OCS Liver Instrumentation Tool Set

•

OCS Liver Solution Infusion Set

•

OCS Liver Perfusion Termination Set.

The LvPS Accessories are intended to: prime the LvPM; infuse solutions; connect the liver to the
LvPM perfusion circuit; and, before removing the liver, provide cold flush to the liver.
The LvPM provides the sterile perfusate circuit and protected environment for a liver within the
OCS Liver System. It is designed as a single-use, pre-assembled module that mounts onto the
Liver Console. Once the system is primed and prepared, the liver is instrumented within the
liver chamber of the LvPM. The Wireless Monitor displays measurements made within the
LvPM. The LvPM includes:
•

Clamshell-type, liver-specific polycarbonate chamber
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5.

SUMMARY OF NON-CLINICAL STUDIES

TransMedics has performed an extensive number of non-clinical studies to demonstrate that
the OCS Liver System performs as intended, meets its performance specifications, and is safe
for its intended use. The completed verification and validation tests demonstrate that the
device performs as intended, and that risks to patients and health care providers have been
minimized. A summary of the non-clinical studies performed on the OCS Liver System is
provided in Appendix 2 of this document.

6.

OCS LIVER PROTECT TRIAL

The primary clinical data set supporting this PMA application is the OCS Liver PROTECT trial.

6.1.

OCS Liver PROTECT Trial Design and Objectives

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial was a prospective, multi-center, randomized trial of patients
randomized 1:1 to the OCS Liver or Control (cold storage). The trial enrolled 300 patients at 20
U.S. liver transplant sites (18 active) between Jan 2016 and Oct 2019. The clinical objective of
the trial was to compare the safety and the effectiveness of the OCS Liver System vs. cold
storage (Control) to preserve and assess donor livers intended for transplantation that may
benefit from warm oxygenated perfusion compared to cold static storage from one or more of
the following donor characteristics:
•

Donor age ≥ 40 years old; or

•

Expected total cross clamp/cold ischemic time ≥ 6 hours; or

•

Donor after Cardiac Death (DCD donor) with age ≤ 55 years old; or

•

Steatotic liver > 0% and ≤ 40% macrosteatosis at time of retrieval (based on retrieval
biopsy readout (only if the donor liver was clinically suspected to be fatty by the
retrieval surgeon at time of liver retrieval)).

6.1.1.

Primary Effectiveness Endpoint

The Primary Effectiveness Endpoint is the incidence of Early liver Allograft Dysfunction (EAD),
defined as the presence of one or more of the following criteria: (1) AST level > 2000 IU/L
within the first 7 postoperative days; (2) bilirubin  10 mg/dL on postoperative day 7; (3) INR 
1.6 on postoperative day 7; or (4) primary non-functioning graft within the first 7 days (defined
as irreversible graft dysfunction requiring emergency liver re-transplantation or death, in the
absence of immunologic or surgical causes).
6.1.2.

Secondary Effectiveness and OCS Donor Liver Assessment Endpoints
•

OCS donor liver assessment during perfusion

•

Patient survival at day 30 post-transplantation

•

Patient survival at initial hospital discharge post liver transplantation.

6.1.3.

Other Clinical Endpoints
•

Length of initial post-transplant ICU stay
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•

Length of initial post-transplant hospital stay

•

Evidence of ischemic biliary complications diagnosed at 6 and at 12 months

•

Extent of reperfusion syndrome as assessed based on the rate of decrease of lactate

•

Pathology sample score for liver tissue samples.

6.1.4.

Safety Endpoint

The safety endpoint is the incidence of liver graft-related serious adverse events (LGRSAEs) in
the first 30 days post liver transplantation, which are defined as:
•

primary non-function (defined as irreversible graft dysfunction, requiring emergency
liver re-transplantation or death within the first 10 days, in the absence of
immunologic or surgical causes);

•

ischemic biliary complications (ischemic biliary strictures, and non-anastomotic bile
duct leaks);

•

vascular complications (liver graft-related coagulopathy, hepatic artery stenosis,
hepatic artery thrombosis, and portal vein thrombosis); or

•

liver allograft infections (such as liver abscess, cholangitis, etc.).

6.1.5.

Trial Population

Patients were liver transplant recipients and donors who met inclusion and exclusion criteria.
6.1.6.

Inclusion Criteria

Donor - At least one of the following:
•

Donor age ≥40 years old; or

•

Expected total cross clamp/cold ischemic time ≥6 hours; or

•

Donor after circulatory death (DCD) with age ≤55 years old; or

•

Steatotic liver >0% and ≤40% macrosteatosis at time of retrieval (based on retrieval
biopsy readout only if the donor liver was clinically suspected to be fatty by the
retrieval surgeon at time of liver retrieval)

Recipient - Day of Transplant - Recipients were required to meet all the following criteria on
the day of transplant:

6.1.7.

•

Registered primary liver transplant candidate, male or female

•

Age ≥18 years old

•

Signed: 1) written informed consent document and 2) authorization to use and
disclose protected health information
Exclusion Criteria

Donor - At least one of the following:
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•

Living donors

•

Liver intended for split transplants

•

Positive serology (HIV, Hepatitis B surface antigen & C)

•

Presence of moderate or severe traumatic liver injury, or anatomical liver
abnormalities that would compromise ex- vivo preservation of the donor liver (i.e.,
accessory blood vessels or other abnormal anatomy that require surgical repair) and
livers with active bleeding (e.g., hematomas)

•

Donor livers with macrosteatosis of > 40% based on retrieval biopsy readout.

Recipient - Day of Transplant - Recipients were excluded if they met any of the following
criteria on the day of transplant:
•

Acute, fulminant liver failure

•

Prior solid organ or bone marrow transplant

•

Chronic use of hemodialysis or diagnosis of chronic renal failure, defined as chronic
serum creatinine of >3 mg/dl for >2 weeks and/or requiring hemodialysis

•

Multi-organ transplant

•

Ventilator dependent

•

Dependent on >1 IV inotropic support to maintain hemodynamics.

6.1.8.

Analysis Populations

The primary analysis population was pre-specified as the Per Protocol (PP) population which
consists of all randomized patients who were transplanted and had no major protocol violations
and for whom the donor liver received the complete preservation procedure as per the
randomization assignment. In the PP analyses, patients were analyzed in the groups to which
they were randomized. The primary analysis of the primary and secondary effectiveness
endpoints, and of other endpoints are based on the PP population.
The Modified Intent-to-treat (mITT) population consists of all randomized patients who were
transplanted in the trial. In the mITT Population, patients were analyzed as randomized. The
mITT analyses are the secondary analyses of effectiveness.
The As Treated (AT) population consists of all treated patients, i.e., all patients who were
transplanted in the trial with a donor liver preserved with either OCS or Control. In analyses
based on this population, patients were analyzed as treated. Analyses of safety endpoints are
performed based on the AT population.
6.1.9.

Statistical Analyses

6.1.9.1.

Randomization

After confirmation of eligibility, obtaining informed consent, and a matching donor liver is
identified, potential liver transplant recipients were randomized 1:1 to have their donor livers
preserved using either the OCS Liver perfusion or the standard cold static preservation
technique (Control) using cold flush and storage. Randomization was performed through the
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Interactive Web Response System (IWRS). Patients who were not transplanted with the
matching donor liver were re-randomized and treated as a new patient.
6.1.9.2.

Sample Size

The sample size for this trial was determined based on the effectiveness endpoint, Early Liver
Allograft Dysfunction (EAD) in the first 7 days post liver transplantation. The sample size
calculation assumed a non-inferiority test, based on the upper bound of the Exact unconditional
one-sided confidence interval for the difference in proportions using the Farrington and
Manning score statistic, an alpha level of 0.05, a non-inferiority margin of 0.075, a 1:1
allocation, true proportions for the primary effectiveness endpoint of 0.2 for the OCS treatment
and 0.25 for the Control treatment, and power of 80%. Based on these specifications, the
required sample size was determined to be 144 transplanted recipients per treatment group, or
288 total transplanted patients. To ensure an adequate number of patients in the Per Protocol
Population, the sample size was increased to a total of 300 transplanted patients.
6.1.9.3.

Statistical Analyses – Effectiveness

The primary hypothesis for this trial is that the OCS treatment is non-inferior to the standard of
care treatment with respect to the primary effectiveness endpoint. The non-inferiority margin
δ is taken to be 0.075. If non-inferiority was demonstrated using a significance level of 0.05, a
two-sided test of superiority was to be performed.
The primary effectiveness endpoint was analyzed by calculating, for each treatment group, the
sample proportion of patients meeting the primary effectiveness endpoint, as well as an exact
(Clopper-Pearson) 95% confidence interval for the corresponding population proportion. The
95% upper bound of the exact unconditional one-sided confidence interval based on the
Farrington and Manning score statistic was calculated for the difference between the two
population proportions (OCS – Control). An upper confidence limit less than δ = 0.075 resulted
in rejection of the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis and the demonstration
of non-inferiority of OCS to Control for the primary effectiveness endpoint. In the event noninferiority was demonstrated, Fisher’s exact test (two-sided) would be used to test for
superiority.
This endpoint was analyzed using the Per Protocol and mITT Populations. The Per Protocol
analysis was considered the primary analysis. Multiple imputation methods were used for data
imputation for any patients with missing values for this endpoint.
The secondary effectiveness and OCS donor liver assessment endpoints for this trial, listed in
the order in which they were tested using the fixed sequence testing procedure (shown in
Figure 5), were as follows:
•

OCS Measurements during organ perfusion

•

Patient survival at day-30 post-transplantation

•

Patient survival at initial hospital discharge post liver transplantation.

The hypothesis for the endpoint of OCS donor liver assessment during perfusion was that,
among donor livers preserved using OCS for the entire preservation period, the proportion of
livers on which measurements of lactate level, average bile production rate, Hepatic Artery and
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Portal Vein Pressure during perfusion are available on OCS device before transplant was at least
85%. This endpoint was analyzed by calculating the sample proportion of donor livers meeting
the endpoint, as well as an exact 95% one-sided lower confidence bound for the corresponding
population proportion. A lower confidence bound greater than 0.85 resulted in the
demonstration that the true proportion is greater than 0.85 for the OCS donor liver assessment
endpoint.
Each secondary effectiveness endpoint was summarized using counts and percentages and an
exact 95% confidence interval for the true percentage based on the binomial distribution. The
secondary effectiveness endpoints will be analyzed using the PP and the mITT Populations. The
Per Protocol analysis will be considered the primary analysis.
The primary hypothesis for the first secondary effectiveness endpoint is that the OCS treatment
is non-inferior to the standard of care treatment. The non-inferiority margin is taken to be
0.075. This endpoint was analyzed by calculating the 95% upper confidence limit based on the
normal approximation for the difference between the two population proportions (Control OCS). An upper confidence limit less than δ = 0.075 will result in rejection of the null hypothesis
in favor of the alternative hypothesis and demonstration of non-inferiority of OCS to Control. In
the event non-inferiority was demonstrated, Fisher’s exact test (two-sided) will be used to test
for superiority.
The second secondary effectiveness endpoint, patient survival at initial hospital discharge post
liver transplantation, was analyzed in a manner analogous to the first secondary effectiveness
endpoint with the same non-inferiority margin of 0.075.
Because fixed sequence testing was used for the secondary endpoints, no adjustment for the
multiplicity of these endpoints needed to be made.
These endpoints were analyzed using the Per Protocol and mITT Populations, with the Per
Protocol analysis being considered the primary analysis. Multiple imputation methods were to
be used for data imputation for patients with missing values for these endpoints.
6.1.9.4.

Statistical Analyses – Safety

Safety was analyzed by examination of the frequency of liver graft-related serious adverse
events (LGRSAEs) up to the 30-day follow-up after transplantation.
This endpoint was summarized by treatment group using descriptive statistics. For each
treatment group, a 95% confidence interval for the mean based on the t-distribution and a 95%
confidence interval based on the t-distribution for the difference in means between the two
treatments was calculated.
For the number of liver graft-related SAEs, the hypothesis is that the OCS treatment is noninferior to the standard of care treatment. The non-inferiority margin is taken to be 1.00. The
safety endpoint was analyzed using a one-sided, two-sample t-test with an alpha level of 0.05.
If non-inferiority was demonstrated, a corresponding (two-sided) test of superiority will be
performed. This endpoint was analyzed based on the As Treated Population.
Since this endpoint is independent of the primary and secondary effectiveness endpoints, and
since the PROTECT trial was designed to show both safety and effectiveness, no multiplicity
adjustment was necessary for the safety endpoint.
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6.3.2.

Rejected for Transplant in Donor Body after Randomization (Dry Run)

At final physical assessment of the donor liver in the donor abdomen prior to retrieval, the
organ may be deemed to be unsuitable for transplantation based on the clinical assessment of
the procurement surgeon and may be declined for transplant all together regardless of the
method of preservation. This results in a “dry run.” This dry run situation is common in solid
organ transplantation, and it occurs in 20 to 25% of donor retrievals (Israni, et al., 2020). In this
situation where the procurement team has traveled to the donor organ site, and has assessed
the organ and declined it, the team returns to the recipient site without an organ. The
intended recipient in these cases remained in the OCS Liver PROTECT trial, awaiting another
donor match and another randomization.
6.3.3.

Rejected after Assessment on OCS Liver System (Turndown)

When a donor organ is placed on the OCS, it is continually assessed during perfusion to ensure
the organ suitability for transplant. In some cases, rising lactate levels or other unfavorable
parameters resulted in these organs being deemed not suitable for transplant. These are
considered “turndown” organs and the intended recipient in these cases remained in the OCS
Liver PROTECT trial, awaiting another donor match and another randomization.
6.3.4.

Transplanted Off Study after Randomization using Cold Storage

If a randomized recipient was matched with a donor organ that was expected to meet the
inclusion/exclusion criteria but, upon assessment in the donor, the donor organ did not meet all
of the pre-specified trial inclusion/exclusion criteria, then the randomized recipient was
withdrawn from the trial and received the organ procured via standard of care (cold storage, on
ice) as it would have been unethical to do otherwise and waste the liver allograft. An example
of this is the presence of accessory vessels in the donor organ (a donor liver exclusion criteria),
as these livers cannot be instrumented on the OCS Liver System without performing vascular
reconstruction in the donor OR.
In some cases, a randomized recipient was matched with a donor organ that was expected to
meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria, but due to logistical or other reasons the team was not
able to retrieve the organ perfused on the OCS. In these cases, the randomized recipient was
withdrawn from the trial and received the organ procured via standard of care (cold storage, on
ice) as it would have been unethical to do otherwise and waste the liver allograft.
6.3.5.

Transplanted Off Study without active Randomization assignment

If a recipient was matched to a donor liver, and that donor organ did not meet trial criteria but
the surgeon found the organ acceptable for transplant, the investigator did not re-randomize
the recipient and he/she was withdrawn from the OCS Liver PROTECT trial and was
transplanted outside of the trial without a randomization assignment as it would have been
unethical to do otherwise and waste the liver allograft.
6.3.6.

Patient Delisted for Transplant, Died, or Withdrew Consent

In some cases, the recipient’s health status deteriorated while on the waiting list for a potential
donor liver. In these cases, the patient was delisted from the transplant waiting list or, in some
cases, the patient died on the waiting list while waiting for a potential donor liver offer.
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Figure 38: DBD and DCD Donor Liver Utilization Rates in PROTECT Trial
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These data suggest that the OCS Liver System provided an additional opportunity for ex-vivo
clinical optimization and assessment of the DCD liver grafts, resulting in doubling the yield of
DCD livers transplanted (50.9% vs. 25.5%) compared to the Control arm. These results confirm
the potential clinical benefits of machine perfusion to provide additional clinical assessments of
the liver allografts. The ability to assess the donor livers allows transplant surgeons to gain
more clinical confidence with the liver allograft, and should increase the utilization of donor
livers for transplantation and increase access for patients in need in the U.S. DCD livers are
seldom transplanted in the U.S. today due to concerns about ischemic/reperfusion injury of the
graft and the potential for severe post-transplant ischemic biliary complications (Kwong, et al.,
2020, Mateo, et al., 2006; Mathur, et al., 2010).

6.11.

Primary Effectiveness Endpoint

The primary effectiveness endpoint, EAD, was adjudicated by the CEC. The OCS Liver PROTECT
trial met its primary effectiveness endpoint by demonstrating statistical non-inferiority and
superiority of outcomes of the OCS arm compared to Control in both the PP and mITT
populations. Specifically, the results demonstrated that use of OCS Liver System was associated
with significant reduction of EAD compared to the Control in the primary analysis PP Population
(OCS 18.0% vs. Control 31.2%, p=0.0096). The same results were experienced in the mITT
population OCS 17.9% vs. 32.4%, p=0.0047. See Figure 39 below.
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95% Confidence Interval for Mean (2)

(0.337, 1.020)

Difference in Means (EAD-NO EAD)

0.547

95% Confidence Interval for
Differences in Means (2)
p-value (3)

(0.001, 0.264)

(0.181, 0.912)
0.0038

(1) p-value from Fisher's Exact Test
(2) Confidence interval for the mean or difference in means based on the t-distribution.
(3) p-value from a two-sided, two-sample t-test, testing the null hypothesis that the means are equal for the two treatments vs.
the alternative hypothesis that they are not equal.
(4) Reperfusion syndrome was defined as an increase in lactate from anhepatic phase through 90-120/150 minutes post
reperfusion

6.13.6.

Liver Pathology Assessment and Scoring

Biopsy specimens were provided to the central core for processing after collection at three
timepoints during the liver retrieval and transplantation process: at the time of donor liver preretrieval, post-OCS and Control preservation prior to transplantation and 90-120 minutes postreperfusion of the transplanted liver in the recipient abdomen.
High-resolution (x40) whole-slide images of formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded, H&E stained 4μm tissue sections of liver biopsy samples were scored for histopathologic criteria by a central
pathologist without knowledge of any clinical data, serologic data, or experimental treatment
other than the date of transplantation and original disease. Specimen comparison across
timepoints was then evaluated for progression of noted pathology. Scoring metrics were based
on an amalgamation of criteria for assessing reperfusion injury, including: necrosis,
inflammation (including distribution and type of inflammatory cells), steatosis (Kakizoe, et al.,
1990; Abraham, et al., 1996; Gaffey, et al., 1997; Ali, et al., 2015; Spetzler, et al., 2015). A
protocolized scoring template was developed by the core pathologist for inclusion in the lab’s
Digital Telepathology software system. Extra-Hepatic Bile Duct changes were also evaluated at
a single timepoint (Hansen, et al., 2012) for bleeding, lesions, arteriolonecrosis, duct necrosis,
inflammation, and gland injury.
For turned down livers, the entire liver was sent to the central lab for grossing by the central
pathologist. Evaluation included an anatomical evaluation as well as specimen sampling
throughout multiple lobes. Scoring of the liver followed the same template as the biopsies with
inclusion of diagnostic notes related to suggested cause of organ turndown.
The overall pathology score which included assessments at all three timepoints showed no
differences between the OCS and Control tissue sample scores as outlined in Table 40 below.
However, differences were noted in the incidence of lobular inflammation post-transplant in
biopsies obtained at 90-120 minutes post-reperfusion, which was scored as normal-minimal,
mild, and moderate-severe by the independent core pathologist. Lobular inflammation is an
established marker of ischemia reperfusion injury (Ali, et al., 2015; Kakizoe, et al., 1990; Sosa, et
al., 2016).
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SD

0.8614

0.7770

0.00 – 3.00

0.25 – 3.00

95% Confidence Interval for Mean (1)

(1.123, 1.534)

(0.830, 1.039)

Difference in Means (EAD-NO EAD)

0.394

Minimum - Maximum

95% Confidence Interval for
Differences in Means (1)

(0.178, 0.610)

p-value (2)

0.0004

(1) Confidence interval for the mean or difference in means based on the t-distribution.
(2) p-value from a two-sided, two-sample t-test, testing the null hypothesis that the means are equal for the two treatments vs.
the alternative hypothesis that they are not equal.

6.14. Kaplan-Meier Recipient and Graft Survival
At the time of the data cut-off, all PROTECT patients have had their 12-month follow-up visit
and 123 of 300 (41%) patients have had their 24-month visit. There are no statistically
significant differences seen in patient or graft survival between the OCS and Control groups for
both the PP and mITT populations.
Kaplan-Meier patient survival curves are shown in Figure 43 for the PP population and in Figure
44 for the mITT population. Note that Control Patient(b)(6)
died on Day 0 in the operating
room prior to transplant and is not included in the Kaplan-Meier estimates.
Figure 43: Kaplan-Meier Recipient Survival (PP Population)
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Figure 44: Kaplan-Meier Recipient Survival (mITT Population)
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Kaplan Meier graft survival is shown in Figure 45 for the PP population and Figure 46 for the
mITT population. Through 12 months post-transplant in both the PP and mITT populations,
there were 3 patients re-transplanted (Patients (b)(6)
(OCS),(b)(6)
(OCS), and (b)(6)
(Control)) and 2 patients whose cause of death was adjudicated as liver graft-related (Patients
(Control) and (b)(6)
(OCS)).
(b)(6)
Figure 45: Kaplan-Meier Liver Graft Survival (PP Population)
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Figure 46: Kaplan-Meier Liver Graft Survival (mITT Population)
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6.15. Recipient Cause of Death Summary
A total of 22 patients died in the OCS Liver PROTECT trial, 11 in the OCS Arm and 11 in the
Control arm. The CEC-adjudicated causes of death are listed in Appendix 3.

6.16. Safety Endpoint
The safety endpoint for the trial was defined as the average number of LGRSAEs up to the 30day follow-up after transplantation, consisting of the following serious adverse events:
•

Primary non-function (defined as irreversible graft dysfunction requiring emergency
liver re-transplantation or death with the first 10 days, in the absence of
immunologic or surgical causes)

•

Ischemic biliary complications (ischemic biliary strictures, and non-anastomotic bile
duct leaks)

•

Vascular complications (liver graft-related coagulopathy, hepatic artery stenosis,
hepatic artery thrombosis, and portal vein thrombosis)

•

Liver allograft infections (liver abscess, cholangitis, etc.).

As can be seen in Table 43 below, LGRSAEs with the OCS within the first 30 days posttransplantation demonstrated non-inferiority to the Control group.
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6.19. Additional Post-hoc Analyses Requested by FDA
In discussions with FDA, TransMedics agreed to perform specific post-hoc analyses of the OCS
Liver PROTECT trial data. These are described in the section that follows.
6.19.1.

ITT Analyses

FDA requested that TransMedics perform analyses of an “ITT” population, which includes all
randomized subjects, regardless of whether they were transplanted and followed in the OCS
Liver PROTECT study or not. To address FDA’s request, TransMedics obtained follow-up data
for the “Transplanted Off Study After Randomization Using Cold Storage” subjects.
TransMedics obtained Central IRB approval and requested and obtained graft and patient
survival data for these subjects from UNOS/SRTR.
Combining these data with the OCS Liver PROTECT study data, TransMedics performed two
analyses as follows:
•

The mITT2 population (N=341) consisted of all randomized subjects who were
transplanted in either the PROTECT study or outside of the PROTECT study. It
included the PROTECT mITT population (N=298) plus an additional 43 subjects who
have been transplanted off-study on ice with a randomized organ. Patients were
analyzed “as randomized.”

•

The ITT population (N=343) consisted of subjects who had signed informed consent,
been enrolled in the study, randomized, and the assigned liver preservation method
had been initiated. It consisted of the PROTECT mITT population (N=298) plus the
additional 43 subjects who have been transplanted off-study on ice with a
randomized organ, plus two other subjects who were randomized, the preservation
method was initiated but the subjects did not receive a transplant. Patient(b)(6)
died in the OR without receiving a transplant, and Patient (b)(6)
had an
organ turndown on OCS and remained in the study and was alive at the end of the
study but was still waiting for a liver transplant. Patients were analyzed “as
randomized.”

Survival for this post-hoc ITT population has been updated to include all available data for OCS
Liver PROTECT subjects, plus additional survival data for subjects transplanted off-study
obtained from SRTR as of November 10, 2020, and for the 2 patients who were never
transplanted, the outcomes were imputed.
As shown in Figure 47 and Figure 48 below, in the ITT population, there is no difference in
patient or graft survival in the OCS and Control arms through 12 months post-transplant.
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Figure 47: Kaplan-Meier Recipient Survival (ITT Population)
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Figure 48: Kaplan-Meier Liver Graft Survival (ITT Population)
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FDA requested an additional analysis of EAD for the ITT population. This information is
available for all subjects in the OCS Liver PROTECT trial, but since EAD is not collected in the
UNOS database, we were unable to obtain these data for patients transplanted off-study using
cold storage. Therefore, multiple imputation (MI) methods were used for patients who were
screen failures and were withdrawn and transplanted off study. Using SAS® PROC MI, the
logistic regression method of imputation was used with the treatment group and the covariates
listed below as explanatory variables.
The following covariates were used to impute missing data outcomes:
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7.5.

Patient Survival/Graft Survival

By the date of database closure, all 74 patients met the 30-day post-transplant follow-up. The
30-day patient and graft survival were 98.7%. Long-term follow-up of the CAP patients is
ongoing. To-date, a total of 5 deaths have occurred among the 74 patients
All of the causes of death and liver graft relatedness have been CEC reviewed and adjudicated.
A summary of causes of death are provided in Appendix 4 of this document.

7.6.

Device Observations/Complaints

In the OCS Liver PROTECT CAP, there was one device observation that led to retrieval and
preservation of the donor liver using standard of care cold storage. After the user primed the
OCS and before the liver was instrumented, a “pump failure” message was observed. The liver
was not instrumented on the OCS and instead, it was procured and preserved on standard of
care cold storage. The recipient was transplanted outside of the trial. The issue was later
determined to be related to kinked tubing. This device observation had no impact on the donor
liver or the intended recipient.
In addition, there were 2 other complaints in the PROTECT trial. One occurred during routine
preventative maintenance and so there was no organ or patient involvement. A third
complaint was observed during priming but was corrected and the organ was perfused on OCS
and transplanted in PROTECT CAP. This patient was alive with a function graft as of Day 30
post-transplant.

8.

OVERALL SUMMARY OF CLINICAL DATA TO SUPPORT APPROVAL OF
THE OCS LIVER SYSTEM

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial is a large, multi-center, randomized, controlled trial in the U.S. that
was conducted to evaluate the clinical impact of OCS Liver perfusion and assessment on posttransplant clinical outcomes in liver transplantation from DBD and DCD donors. The PROTECT
trial results are the primary data set supporting this PMA for the proposed clinical indication.
The results of the OCS Liver PROTECT trial provide ample evidence of effectiveness, safety, and
favorable benefit/risk profile to support the OCS Liver System approval for the proposed clinical
indication:
OCS Liver System Demonstrated Effectiveness:
▪

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial met the primary endpoint and demonstrated statistical
superiority in reduction of EAD in both PP and mITT populations compared to the
Control arm. EAD is the most common severe complication after liver transplantation.
EAD is associated with significant risk of graft failure requiring re-transplantation and
prolonged ICU and hospital stay, which negatively impact patients’ clinical quality of life
and healthcare resource utilization post-transplant.

▪

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial met all secondary effectiveness endpoints demonstrating
that liver grafts can be assessed and monitored extracorporeally using the OCS Liver
System.
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▪

The use of the OCS Liver System demonstrated a clinically significant reduction of the
most serious long-term post-transplant complication of ischemic biliary complications
compared to Control at the 6 and 12-month follow-up timepoints in both the PP and
mITT populations. Ischemic biliary complications negatively impact long-term viability
of the liver allograft and patient survival.

▪

The use of OCS Liver System resulted in significant reduction of ischemic time on the
donor liver which resulted in less ischemia/reperfusion (IR) injury in the OCS arm
compared to Control based on blinded pathological assessment.

▪

The OCS livers were associated with high and comparable patient survival at 30 days, at
initial hospital discharge, and at 6 and 12 months compared to the Control arm.

▪

The results of the OCS Liver PROTECT CAP provide additional supporting evidence of the
effectiveness of the OCS Liver System to preserve livers (including DCD livers) with a
lower rate of EAD compared to Control arm of PROTECT.

OCS Liver System Demonstrated Safety:
▪

The OCS Liver PROTECT trial met its safety endpoint by demonstrating that the average
rate of LGRSAEs in the OCS arm was statistically non-inferior to the Control arm.

▪

When analyzing the specific LGRSAEs, the OCS arm did not experience any ischemic
biliary complications in the first 30 days post-transplant and was associated with lower
incidence of vascular complications compared to Control arm.

▪

Rate of reported device malfunctions was low. Importantly, all 3 donor livers in these
reported cases of device malfunction were transplanted and analyzed successfully in the
results of the OCS Liver PROTECT trial. There was no increased risks or additional risks
observed to donor organs or recipients as a result of these reported incidents.

▪

There were no safety signals seen in patient mortality, graft survival, or LGRSAEs.
Serious Adverse Events (SAEs) were those typically experienced post-liver transplant and
were similar for the OCS and Control groups.

The OCS Liver System Demonstrated Favorable Public Health Benefit/Risk Profile by:
▪

Positively impacting DBD and DCD donor liver utilization for transplantation

▪

Significantly improving post-transplant clinical outcomes

Clinical benefits associated with OCS Liver positive impact on DBD and DCD donor organ
utilization for transplantation:
▪

The OCS Liver System significantly reduced ischemic injury/time on donor livers despite
long out of body time. This capability may potentially enable safe distant liver
procurement to maximize utilization of the donor liver allografts from both DBD and
DCD donors

▪

OCS Liver System’s assessment capabilities resulted in two distinct potential clinical
benefits in liver transplantation:
− Substantial increase in DCD donor liver utilization for transplantation (i.e. OCS
28/55 (51%) vs. Control 13/51 (26%));
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− It enabled more clinical datapoints to be evaluated ex-vivo that may have
assisted in the identification of hidden pathologically damaged DCD liver
allografts, protecting the intended recipients from potentially poor outcomes.
Broader utilization of DBD and DCD livers for transplantation in the U.S. would be a substantial
clinical public health benefit to meet the growing demand for liver transplant therapy and could
potentially reduce the waiting list mortality for patient waiting for a liver transplantation.
Clinical benefits associated with OCS Liver improved post-transplant clinical outcomes:
▪

The use of the OCS Liver System was associated with significant reduction in incidence
of EAD post-liver transplantation. The data in the PROTECT trial as well as studies in the
literature demonstrate that the reduction of EAD is associated with:
o Significant reduction in risks for post-transplant graft failure;
o Significant reduction of post-transplant ICU and hospital length of stay of
transplant recipients;
o Significant reduction of liver allograft ischemia/reperfusion injury based on
histological assessment; and
o Significant reduction in post-transplant reperfusion syndrome for transplant
recipients as assessed by recipients’ lactate levels post-transplantation.

▪

The use of the OCS Liver System was also associated with clinically significant reduction
of ischemic biliary complications at 6 and 12 months post-transplant.

▪

There were no safety signals with a low number of LGRSAEs

Improved clinical outcomes after liver transplantation would be a significant public health
benefit as it would make liver transplant outcomes more successful while potentially reducing
post-transplant healthcare resource utilization.
In conclusion, the OCS Liver PROTECT trial was the first of its kind trial to target a specific group
of DBD and DCD liver donors that may be challenging to utilize with cold storage. Achieving the
above superior clinical effectiveness and safety outcomes should enable expansion of donor
liver utilization from DBD liver allografts and expansion of the donor pool by using DCD liver
allografts to help end-stage liver failure patients access this curative transplant therapy.

9.

DEVICE TRAINING

TransMedics developed a comprehensive user training program to train organ transplant and
retrieval physicians and transplant professionals on the use of the OCS Liver System. Trainees
typically include transplant and retrieval physicians, transplant coordinators/nurses, or
perfusionists. The training program has evolved over time as experience was gained with the
OCS Liver System. An overview of the training program is provided in the sections that follow.

9.1.

Training Overview

TransMedics provides the core training, which involves a classroom didactic presentation
describing the clinical use model and how to use the device, followed by 1-2 days of hands-on
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training that requires participation in a laboratory study, using swine livers, to simulate the
clinical use of the OCS Liver System.
TransMedics also provides refresher training for any user/customer that has not used the OCS
Liver System in a clinical run for an extended period of time.

9.2.

Training Content/Materials

The fundamental approach of training has consistently been based on covering all aspects of
clinical use as follows:
•

Pre-retrieval readiness and checks for all needed supplies to use the device that
includes Liver Console check; run bag check; gas cylinder check; medication; and
solution check

•

OCS set up (installing the disposables) and device troubleshooting

•

Solutions (flush and priming solution) and medication preparation

•

System priming and sampling

•

Liver instrumentation

•

Initial stabilization

•

Baseline assessment (Monitoring)

•

Final assessment (Monitoring)

•

Clinical Troubleshooting scenarios

•

System cleaning and storage.

In addition, each site receives an iPad® containing a proprietary OCS Liver training and support
application that includes step by step instructions of the use model for OCS Liver System, as
well as training videos/materials for immediate access. TransMedics maintains 24/7 phone
support for all users.

10.

POST-APPROVAL STUDY

TransMedics recognizes the value of collecting post-approval and longer-term data for the OCS
Liver technology. TransMedics has proposed continued follow-up of subjects in the OCS Liver
PROTECT trial (both OCS and Control) for up-to 2 years, as well as continued follow-up for up to
2 years for the patients enrolled in the OCS Liver PROTECT CAP, giving a total of 374 patients in
the PAS.
The OCS Liver System is a preservation technology to reduce ischemia/reperfusion injury on the
donor liver and provides ex vivo assessment of donor liver function to potentially increase
clinical confidence in the donor graft for transplantation. The clinical impact of preservation
technology like the OCS is most relevant in the immediate post-transplant period. We have
proposed follow-up of up-to 2 years which is more than adequate clinically. A longer term
follow-up would be heavily confounded by different clinical variables like immunosuppressive
compliance and patients’ overall health status etc. Thus, we strongly believe that our proposal
to collect data for 2 years on the OCS Liver PROTECT trial patients would be clinically robust.
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12.

APPENDIX 1: PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION/CLINICAL USE

The OCS Liver System has been designed to be incorporated into the standard of care for
contemporary liver transplantation procedures. The principles of operation are described
below.

12.1.

Preparation and Connection of the Donor Liver to the OCS Liver System

12.1.1.

Pre-Retrieval Readiness

An OCS retrieval bag, which contains all supplies necessary for donor liver retrieval, is
assembled prior to use. If the donor liver offer is accepted, the team begins routine OCS Liver
System checks to insure preparedness for use. During this time, the team will check batteries
and gas tank supply. The LvPM is supplied pre-assembled, and the team inserts the LvPM into
the Liver Console, runs the system self-test, and clips the device flow probes and oxygen
saturation/hematocrit probe onto the circuit tubing. The SDS cassettes are connected to the
respective ports on the LvPM.
12.1.2.

Prime System with Blood and Fluids

The OCS Liver System is primed with (b) (4)
through prime lines. The priming
components are mixed by starting the Console pump, which also provides perfusate flow
through the circuit to prime and de-air the LvPM. Starting the pump will automatically activate
gas flow and blood warming. The user adds the recommended additives into the perfusate
through the reservoir injection port.
SDS infusions initiated with the pump start include (b)(4)
and the reconstituted OCS Liver Bile Salts.
12.1.3.

Instrumentation of Donor Liver

The donor liver is flushed and harvested from the donor according to standard clinical practice.
Once the liver is removed, it must be prepared for instrumentation on the OCS Liver System.
The Hepatic Artery (HA), Portal Vein (PV), Common Bile Duct, and Inferior Vena Cave (IVC) are
cannulated. The donor liver is flushed again before instrumenting into the OCS Liver System.
The donor liver is placed in the organ chamber of the LvPM. The HA and PV cannulae are
connected to the LvPM HA and PV ports. The pump flow is started. The IVC Cannula is directed
to the drainage area. The Bile Cannula is connected to the bile drainage port.

12.2.

Maintenance and Transportation of the Donor Liver

The OCS is used to maintain and protect the donor liver during transportation. Pump flow and
solution infusion rates are set to optimize the Hepatic Artery Flow (HAF), Portal Vein Flow
(PVF), Hepatic Artery Pressure (HAP), and Portal Vein Pressure (PVP), perfusate temperature,
oxygen gas flow, and circulating arterial lactate trend. Determination of arterial lactate values
are used to confirm adequacy of perfusion of the liver. The OCS can be operated by either
external AC power or internal batteries. During transport and throughout the preservation
session, the Wireless Monitor will display a number of parameters, including Hepatic Artery
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Flow (HAF), Portal Vein Flow (PVF), oxygen saturation (SvO 2), hematocrit (HCT), temperature,
Hepatic Artery Pressure (HAP), and Portal Vein Pressure (PVP) levels.
An off-the-shelf portable blood gas analyzer is utilized to check blood chemistry and lactate.

12.3.

Evaluation and Transplantation

12.3.1.

Evaluate Liver

The liver is evaluated for suitability for transplantation by the liver transplant team (while the
liver is on the OCS Liver System), including an evaluation of the preservation conditions and
parameters collected by the OCS.
12.3.2.

Prepare Recipient

If the donor liver is accepted, the transplantation procedure will proceed.
12.3.3.

Flush Liver

The donor liver is flushed and cooled on the OCS Liver System at the end of the perfusion
session, using cold flush solution.
12.3.4.

Remove Liver from System

The LvPM organ chamber is opened. The HA and PV Cannulae are clamped and then
disconnected. The IVC and Bile Cannulae are disconnected. The donor liver is then removed
from the LvPM organ chamber and prepared for transplantation in accordance with standard
surgical procedures.
12.3.5.

Transplant into Recipient

The transplantation procedure continues according to the standard operating procedures at the
center.
12.3.6.

Post-Device Use

The LvPM is removed and discarded. The OCS is cleaned, and the batteries are recharged in
preparation for the next use.
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